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ln reference to subject cited context, the comments of pspcl on draft
r"egulations are as under:-

"Banking is a barter transaction on energy to energy setilement basis" Banking
transactions are instrumental for the utilities helping their financial health as
they manage to balance their seasonal loads to optimize the demand and cost
for procurement of power. At times Utilities with their limited reach & access to
the market information are unaware of certain peculiarities involved to carry out
the various activities under banking transactions.

involvement of trader results in following value addition to the transaction:

Traders are helpful in finding the best counter-part utility for banking transaction
by continuous communication with most of the utilitieS on pAN lndia basis and
nodal agencies has readily available information regarding the surplus/deficit
scenario of various utilities,

Extending credit services 
'for 

Open Access corridor bookings particularly in
case of Utilities.
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Updated reports corridor margin available for booking of open access.
Traders involvement for various activities like coordination with utilities and the
nodal agencies like RLDCs/sLDCs, booking of oA corridor, timely payment of
transmission charges to RLDCs/sLDCs, billing, reconciliation of energy etc.
Traders also carry out activities like submission of bid In physical and various
electronic platform, submission of EMDs/CPGs, participation in e-bidding for
transmission corridor on behalf of utilities,

Traders offer services like 24x7 control room, thus managing the curtailments,
if any, on contingency basis.

Traders successfully helped to optimlze the banking concept.
As such, may be left to the Distribution Utilities to evaluate and decide

whether to enter a Banking Transaction 'Directly' with other DISCOMs or
through a trading licensee."

This is for your information & further necessary action please.

PSPCL,

CC: CE/PP&R, PSPCL, patiala for information please.
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